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PROBLEM 1
Composite system
A composite mechanical system, shown in Fig. 1, consists of two parts. Part A is a cylinder with
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Figure 1:

massM , radiusR and moment of inertia about the symmetry axisI = 1
2
MR2. The cylinder

rolls without sliding on a horizontal plane. Part B is a pendulum with the pendulum rod attached
to the symmetry axis of the cylinder. It oscillates without friction about the point of attachment
in the plane orthogonal to the symmetry axis of the cylinder. The pendulum rod has lengthL and
we consider it as massless. The mass of the pendulum bob ism = M/2.

Use in the following the horizontal displacementx of the cylinder and the pendulum angleθ
as generalized coordinates for the composite system.

a) Find the Lagrangian of the system expressed as a function of the generalized coordinates
and their time derivatives.

b) Examine if there are cyclic coordinates, and find constants of motion.
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c) Formulate Lagrange’s equations for the system and assume the following initial conditions:
x = 0, ẋ = 0, θ = θ0, θ̇ = 0 at timet = 0. Assumeθ0 << 1 and simplify the equations by using
a small angle approximation. Show that the system in this case will perform small oscillations of
the formθ(t) = θ0 cos ωt and determine the oscillation frequencyω. What is the corresponding
expression forx(t)?

PROBLEM 2
Accelerated charge
An electron, with chargee, moves in a constant electric fieldE. The motion is determined by the
relativistic Newton’s equation

d

dt
p = eE (1)

wherep denotes the relativistic momentump = meγv, with me as the electron rest mass,v as
the velocity andγ = 1/

√
1− (v/c)2 as the relativistic gamma factor. We assume the electron to

move along the field lines, that is, there is no velocity component orthogonal toE.
a) Show that the electron has a constant proper accelerationa0 = eE/me, which is the

acceleration in an instantaneous rest frame of the electron.
b) Show that ifv = 0 at timet = 0, thenγ depends on timet as

γ =
√

1 + κ2t2 (2)

and findκ expressed in terms ofa0.
c) Show that if we writeγ = cosh κτ thenτ is the proper time of the electron.
As a reminder we give the following functional relations:

cosh2 x− sinh2 x = 1 ,
d

dx
cosh x = sinh x ,

d

dx
sinh x = cosh x (3)

PROBLEM 3
Rotating dipole
A thin rigid rod of length` rotates in a horizontal plane (the x,y-plane) as shown in Fig. 2. At

the two end points there are fixed charges of opposite sign,+q and−q. The rod is rotating with
constant angular frequencyω. This gives rise to a time dependent electric dipole moment

p(t) = q`(cos ωt i + sin ωt j) (4)

a) Use the general expression for the radiation fields of an electric dipole (see the formula
collection of the course) to show that the magnetic field in the present case can be written as

B(r, t) = B0(r)(cos θ sin(ω(t− r

c
)) i− cos θ cos(ω(t− r

c
))j− sin θ sin(ω(t− r

c
)− φ)k (5)

with (r, θ, φ) as the polar coordinates ofr. Find the expression forB0(r).
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Figure 2:

What is the general relation between the electric fieldE(r, t) and the magnetic fieldB(r, t)
in the radiation zone? (A detailed expression forE(r, t) is not needed.)

b) Show that radiation in the x-direction is linearly polarized. What is the polarization of the
radiation in the z-direction?

c) Find the time-averaged expression for the energy density of the radiation. In what direction
has the radiated energy its maximum?
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